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THESE ARE THE {G* “uit ie 

MICHIGAN 
A truly great hybrid for the better soils of Southern Mich- 

G=29 igan, It is especially recommended for the South Western 
counties where hybrids of slightly later maturity give the best 

yields. Wayne, Jackson and Van Buren counties are its northern limits of 
safe usage except for silage. G-z9 has excellent stalk quality. 

It has a long, deep-kerneled, cylindrical ear which makes friends with live 

stock feeders everywhere. 

Similar in maturity to G-29, it is a full-season corn for 
G-= ] 14 southern Michigan. G-114 is a great favorite with mechan- 

ical picker operators because of its usual stalk quality. The 
stalk stays green while the ear ripens. 

G-114 is a great yielder and is best suited to good fertility levels. 

Just a little earlier than G-114 and G-29, this hybrid has 
G=-|]2 an excellent record from the Port Huron area on the East to 

Holland on the West. Beautiful stalk quality and with ears 
that hang to the stalk, this hybrid is well-adapted to all soil types. Plant 
height is medium and excellent for husking or shocking. 

mance in South Central Michigan for years and it has a host 
of friends on the better soils of the Saginaw and “Thumb” areas 

where full season hybrids give the better yields. 
G-7 is a great silage hybrid in the North Central area because it grows a 

little taller than most early hybrids. 

- This medium early hybrid has given most excellent perfor- 

G-= 

This hybrid, formerly called G-176, is a new-comer on our 
G=6 list for Michigan. It is early enough for the North Central 

Michigan area and just right for the “Thumb” counties and yet 
it yields like later-maturing corn. 

Medium early though it is, this hybrid has made a lot of friends in South 
Central Michigan arity those who prefer completely safe maturity range. 

G-6 has some white-capped kernels but when shelled it is de finitely yel- 
low corn. 

“Never enough to go around,” has always been the story on 
G- 1 this great medium early corn. Low eared and high-yielding, 

G-1 is at home in the same territory suggested for G-6. We 
can truthfully say, that there is no other hybrid like it. Beautiful stalk 
quality and big yields are not idle boasts. G-l1 has what it takes. 

FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE AND BETTER PROFITS 
PLANT FUNK’S ‘“‘G’”? HYBRIDS 

‘“‘Consistently Good Year After Year’’ 

FUNK BROS. SEED CO. 
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 
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